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Since 1924, the year that Prince Damrong Rajanubab presented a seminal 

lecture at Chulalongkorn University on the periodization of Siamese history, l) a 

unilinear view on Thai history has become widely accepted in which the se

quence of events begins with the establishment of the northern kingdom of 

Sukhothai during the 13th century, followed by the emergence of Ayutthaya as 

a Siamese kingdom during the mid-14th century in the lower basin of the Chao 

Phraya river, after which expansion further south along the river to Thonburi 

resulted in the establishment of a new capital during the interregnum in 1767 

after the destruction of Ayutthaya by the Burmese. Finally, the move was made 

to Bangkok on the opposite side of the river, where the present dynasty was 

founded in 1782. With such a perspective, the nuclei of political power are seen 

as having moved from the inland north to the deltaic south. In other words, the 

further north, the more ancient and the further south, the more recent. 2) 

Along with traditional Thai chronicles which begin their narrative with the 

foundation of Ayutthaya in C.S. 712 (1351 A.D.),3) there exist much earlier 

Sukhothai inscriptions, in particular, Rama Kamhaeng inscription which at

tracted scholarly attention since the 19th century. This latter inscription was 

first discovered in 1833 by Prince Mongkut, who then was a monk and was on a 

pilgrimage to various cetiyas in and around Sukhothai. In 1855, after ascending 

to the throne as King Rama IV, he gave the visiting British envoy Sir John 

Bowring a lithographic. copy of the inscription. Bowring wrote in his The 

Kingdom and People of Siam that despite the effort of the learned king, the deci

pherment of the said inscription had not been successful. From that time on, 

both Thai and western scholars followed the royal precedence until 1924, when 

the most authoritative translation was rendered by G. Credes and was pub

lished in his Recueil des inscriptions du Siam, premiere partie. The Rama Kamhaeng 

Inscription listed in the book as "Inscription No. l" and dated 1214 saka (1292 

AD.) is now considered to be the oldest known Thai document in existence. 

The king whose name appeared in the inscription as Sri Indraditya was identi

fied by Prince Damrong to be "the first king to rule the Sayam Prathet or 
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Siamese Prathet (Kingdom of Siam)."4) 

In addition to such epigraphic and historiographical sources, scholars have 
long noticed references in the Chinese dynastic histories to the term Xian ~- As 
early as in 1904 P. Pelliot proposed that Xian coincided with Sukhothai. Since 
that time, this hypothesis has earned wide acceptance until recently. For exam
ple, G. CU'des writes in his authoritative history of lndianized Southeast Asia: 

In the twelfth century, the bas-relief of Angkor Wat represent at the head 
of the great procession of the southern gallery a group of warriors who 
wear a costume entirely different from that of the Khmers and whom two 
short inscriptions identify as Syam.5) They were very probably Thai of the 
middle Menam, for it was to the kingdom of Sukhothai that the Chinese 
applied the name Sien [=Xian], used for the first time by the History of Yuan 
in connection with an embassy of 1282 sent by sea ... by 1292, the probable 
date of his stele and also of his dispatch of a golden letter to the court of 
the Mongols, Rama Kamhaeng had already created a sort of hegemony 
over a great number of Thai tribes. 6) 

However, the plausibility of this identification of Xian with Sukhothai should be 
challenged in accordance with the passage in the section on Xian in the Dao-i 
zhi-liie ~~i.t~ (1351) written by Wang-da yuan ff7(1JHI: 

1~(a)1~~0 ~1ili~IL-. $Jl[M s -tmi:.U:llrtAimix-. ~&. ITT11±-. ;fJ}{E£,JfL. ili:~--t: 
-tfifrl!-. *1~lt~'.$~o 
(People [of Xian] are aggressive. Whenever they see other country being in 
a state of disorder, they immediately dispatch as many as one hundred 
ships full of sago to invade it... Recently more than seventy ships invades 
Tan-ma-yang.) 

The above passage implies that the people of Xian used ships full of sago r:ll 
rtA, a starchy farina or meal derived from the soft interior of the trunk of the 
palmtree, to invade other country. "Sago trees are most abundant in the eastern 
parts of the Malay Archipelago, as the Moluccas and neighbouring islands, 
with New Guinea and Borneo, and in the Philippines, Mindanao. In all these, 
they are more or less the bread of the inhabitants. From these countries, they 
are believed to have been introduced into Sumatra and the Malay Peninsula."7) 

It is therefore most unlikely that sago was used as a staple by people living in 
such an inland country as Sukhothai, which was located 400km from the Bay of 
Thailand. 

In 1989, YAMAMOTO Tatsuro discovered some convincing evidence to 
refute the long believed hypothesis about the identity of Xian with Sukhothai in 
the Da-de Nan-hai zhi 7( 1!&. f=?IT t-Bf;G;, a gazetteer of the Canton area, compiled dur-
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ing the Da-de period (1297-1307 AD.) of the Yuan dynasty.8) In the section 
about "Barbarian [Foreign] Countries" in the same work we find the following 
passage: 

51il~ 
J:.7j(~ff.L\}g; 

(Xian guo guan 
Shang-sh ui-su-gu-di) 

Shang-shui means "up water," whereas YAMAMOTO regards, su-gu-di, as 
equivalent to Su-gu-tai ~ ~ ii which appears in the history of Yuan dynasty 
(Yuanshi jc 9:.). Leaving scrutiny of the meaning of the verb guan aside, the 
above sentence clearly indicates that Xian guo (the kingdom of Xian), the subject 
of the passage, could not be the same as its object Shang-shui-su-gu-di: showing 
that these two toponyms must refer to different places. Combined with the 
above passage from Da-de Nan-hai zhi, it becomes doubtful that Xian referred to 
Sukhothai in the Chinese sources. If so, the question is where was Xian actually 
located? 

In the biography of Chen-yi-zhong ~- 1[ q:t in the history of Sung dynasty 
(* 9:. Songshi) we find, "In the 19th year of the Zhi-yuan reign (1282-83), the 
Great Army attacked Champa and [Chen] Yi-zhong fled to Xian. He subse
quently died there ... Ufjc+:fLc¥-. *•1J<:di~o OtJ Kr:rJE:51-. 1:i:&150510)" 
Chen-yi-zhong's flight to Xian might refer to the fact that the place known to the 
Chinese as Xian had become, after the collapse of Srivijayan regional commer
cial hegemony, an entrep6t in Southeast Asia, which Chinese traders at the 
days may have frequented in search of precious tropical products then in great 
demand in China. It is not unlikely that this situation motivated the defeated 
Sung minister to choose Xian as a haven for a political asylum. where he hoped 
to find his compatriots.9) This being the case, there is the growing probability of 
Xian being a kind of port which has an easy access for the ocean-going ships. 

Recently Stuart Robson published in the Dutch journal BKI a brief, but 
important, piece of research entitled "Thailand in an Old Javanese Sources." 10) 

where he reexamines several toponyms of mainland Southeast Asia found in 
Canto 15.1 of the oldjavanese text of Defa-Warnana, popularly known as Nagara
Kertagama. The relevant portion of the text is as follows: 

Tuhun tang syangkdyodhyapura kimuta ng dharmanagarz 
marutma mwang ring rajapura nguniweh singhanagarz 
ri campa kambojanydt i yawana mitreka satata 

(On the other hand, the Siamese of Ayodhya and also of Dharmanagari, 
Marutma, Rajapura as well as Singhanagari, 
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Campa, Cambodia and Annam are always friends) 

Prior to Robson's study, Th. Pigeaud, in his monumental study of Nagara 
Kertagama, indicates syangkayodhyapura ... dharmanagari as representing three sepa

rate toponyms: viz. syangka being Siam, ayodhyapura, Ayuthia and dharmanagari, 
Ligor. 11 l Robson reads them differently as "the Siamese of Ayodhya and also of 

Dharmanagari." He regards syangka to be the same as the Syam found in a 

Cham inscription of the mid-11 th century and also in Khmer inscriptions of the 

13th century. The ending -ka is interpreted as the adoption of the Sanskrit suffix 

-ka. 12) According to Robson's reading, syangka and ayodhyapura are two separate 

words, the first referring to "either the ethnic groups or the country as a whole 

and the second to a specific place, namely Ayodhya." 13) This new reading as

sumes that the term syangka before dharmanagari was omitted by inserting the 

conjunctive kimuta ("also"). This new reading might free us from the preoccu

pation of Xian as a single locality, since we now realize that Xian or Siam could 

be both Ayodhya and Ligor. 
As for the probability of a single Chinese term denoting plural localities, 

FUKAMI Sumio has argued that the Chinese concept of San-fo-qi = 1%~ might 

have referred to either individual or all the port-polities along the Strait of 

Malacca that were sending tributes to China. 14) Chris Baker also believes that 

Xian "was clearly located close to the gulf, either as one muang or as a confeder
ation." 15) 

This being the case, which localities could be considered as the candidates 

for Xian? Ligor or Nakhonsithammarat, mentioned in the 14th century 

Javanese poem should come to the fore first. This principality was under the 

political influence of Srivijaya until the end of the 13th century; but during the 

1290s. it might have already been under the aegis of the Siamese king of Rama 

Khamhaeng whose celebrated inscription counted it among his southernmost 

principalities. Another possibilities are Phetburi (Bejapuri) and Ratburi 

(Rajapuri), both of which are mentioned in the Rama Khamhaeng inscription. 

Suphanburi, the present site of which was founded later in the 15th century16) is 

also referred to in the same inscription as Suphannaphum (Subarnnabhum). 

This could be another candidate, although the exact site of this principality at 

that exact time is not known, but it should not be far from the principality 

which is referred to in the history of the Ming dynasty (Mingshi l:lfaJ §e.) as Su-men

bang !H~ f~. Today, Suphanburi is located over 100km up the Tha Chin river 

but it may have been nearer to the mouth of the river judging from the at

tached Map A for the early Dvaravati period. 17) 

Judging from its subsequent development, the most important principality 

should be Ayutthaya, which YAMAMOTO Tatsuro proposed to identify with 

the Chinese Xian ~ in stead of long accepted Sukhothai. 18) Ayutthaya then 

probably known as Ayodhya as the Inscription No. 11 suggests, soon became 
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stronger by the merger with Lopburi in 1349 and then came to be known to the 
Chinese as Xian-luo-hu ~m19t or simply Xian-luo ~m. According to the Ming-shi
lu aJ1 'l ii, a tribute was sent to China under the name of the King of 
Suphanburi of the principality of Xian-luo-hu (~ m 19} Ii it r~ n:r) as late as 
139819) and this fact might safely be taken as a remnant of the composite nature 
of the former Xian. 
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Map A: Map of the Early Dvaravati-Period Coastline and Archaeological Sites 
Prepared by Phongsri Vanasin & Thiva Supajana quoted by Kennon Breazeale (ed.), Fromjapan to 

Arabia: Ayutthaya 's Maritime Relations with Asia. Bangkok: The Foundation for the Promotion of 
Social Sciences and Humanities Textbooks Project, 1999. p. 58. 
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Map B: Important Ports and Other Towns Near Ayutthaya 
Based upon Kennon Breazeale (ed.), Fromjapan to Arabia: Ayutthaya's Maritime Rela,tions with Asia. 
Bangkok, 1999. XIII [Suphanburi added by ISHII] 


